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Introduction
Dear Festival Goers,
Welcome to the SW11 Literary Festival 2011, organised by Waterstone’s and the
Clapham Junction Town Centre Partnership. We’re delighted to present you with
this year’s programme. The theme for this year’s festival is ‘Monsters’, and
promises to be a lot of fun. Not all the events conform to the theme, but they
all celebrate creativity. Over the three weeks from the 17 September to
3 October, you will have the opportunity to engage first hand with novelists,
historians, poets, translators, screenwriters, journalists, essayists, thinkers and
bloggers. During our writing workshops, everyone has the chance to have their
writing skills benefit directly from the wealth of expertise we are bringing to
your doorstep.
We are pleased to announce Hodders Law as our main festival sponsor this
year and we would also like to thank ASPACE and Douglas & Gordon estate
agents for their support. We welcome back Time & Leisure Magazine as media
partner and would like to thank them for all the coverage and publicity. We are
also pleased to introduce Jottify as a partner for this year's festival. This is an
on-line community for all writers to share, discuss and sell anything they have
done; it is Flickr for writers! Without the input and support from all our
partners, in addition to the invaluable assistance of Wandsworth Council and
the Clapham Junction Waterstone’s team, this festival would not be possible.
The ongoing support from Wandsworth Council and Waterstone’s make the
festival a highlight of the year in Battersea. We would like to thank all the
Waterstone’s staff but especially the Manager Rob Koramoa and assistant
manager Emma Ballard, our Sponsorship and Promotions Manager Emma Clark
and of course the Economic Development Office, Wandsworth libraries, Apples
and Snakes, and the businesses who provided venues.
We have a very exciting ‘Monster Hunt’ competition during this year’s festival:
this initiative was developed with the help of BlinkMedia.
And now it is over to you! Enjoy the SW11 Literary Festival 2011.
Lorinda Freint
Clapham Junction Town Centre Manager
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Author in Residence
The launch week of the Festival will see international best selling
author Isabel Losada, reveal what authors do all day: by doing it
in full view of her readers in the window of Waterstones store on
St John’s Road. Isabel writes narrative non-fiction on the subject
of happiness and living life to the full and is an actress,
comedienne and broadcaster. Being the author of ‘The Battersea
Park Road to Enlightenment’ (Bloomsbury – which has sold over
100,000 copies and is printed in 18 languages), ‘For Tibet, With
Love; A Beginner’s Guide to Changing the World’ (Blooomsbury
– now in 3rd edition), ‘Men!’ (Virgin / Random House) and her
most recent book ‘The Battersea Park Road to Paradise’
(Watkins), we know that Isabel’s inimitable charm and wealth of
experience, will equip her for this unusual challenge. We invite
you all to visit Isabel - who is a resident of Battersea Park Road
- as she takes her place as ‘Author in Residence’ in Waterstones,
from Saturday 17 until Sunday 25 September. If you would like to
ask a question and find out more about what it is like to be an
author, you are invited to do so via Twitter and Facebook - details
of Isabel’s accounts will be displayed in the window.

by Leila Haghigi
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THE SW11 MONSTER HUNT!
Test Your Monster Spotting Skills!
14 rare and beautiful Monsters have arrived in Battersea
for the SW11 Literary Festival. We need your help to find
and record them. Follow the clues to reach the hiding
places and fill out the Field Notes section below, to
record their locations and descriptions. There are two
ways to locate the Monsters:
• Use the MonsterVision Machine on your phone
• Keep your eyes peeled whilst looking in the shop
windows in Battersea

by George Zonias

OR you can use a combination of both!

MonsterVision Machine
Seven of the Monsters are invisible to the naked eye, so
you’ll need a MonsterVision Machine. Search the iPhone
App store or the Android Market for the App called:
“Free All Monsters” and download the FREE version. Use
the App to search for the invisible Monsters using the
map of Battersea along with the clues below.

by George Zonias

The Monsters look like this
in MonsterVision:

by George Zonias

We are asking each of you to find five of the Monsters
and fill out the Monster Spotter Field Notes below. When
completed, hand in your Monster’s Spotter’s Field Notes
at any SW11 Literary Festival event or the Waterstones
store on St John’s Road. All correct Advanced
Monsterology entries will be included in the Prize Draw
AND the best entries will be displayed at the Literary
Festival closing party. The winner will be awarded £100
worth of Vouchers: £50 worth from our Sponsor ASPACE
and £50 worth from Debenhams in Clapham Junction.

Good luck and happy Monster hunting!
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by Rob Koramoa

Field Notes
Fill in the field notes & advanced monsterology info for each of your five
Monsters below. You must name each of the Monsters (the more
creative the better!) and specify exactly which location you saw the
Monster e.g. shop window and street name.

by Leil a Haghigi

1 Monster name:
Location:
What do you think this Monster eats and how does it catch it’s food?

2 Monster name:
Location:
Where does this Monster go on holiday and what does it do there?

3 Monster name:
Location:
What is this Monster’s best friend like and why?
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4 Monster name:
Location:
What does this Monster want for it’s birthday and why?

5 Monster name:
Location:
If this Monster lived in your house where would it live and why?

Name:
Email:
Telephone number:
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by George Zonias

You need
at hodders law

legal advice...

we put things right.

At hodders law we put things right.
That means you can concentrate on running your business,
and doing what you do best, being creative.
By using our expertise and extensive connections we will find
the right legal solution to keep you and your business on track.
Call one of our experts to discuss your property, personal or
business legal issues and see how we put things right.

To put things right, call 08442 640 290

hodders law
Property Services

Personal Matters

Business Affairs

We put things right

www.hodders.co.uk

24 Battersea Park Road SW11 4HY

SW11 Literary Festival
Poet in Residence 2011
Poetry: Aoife Mannix
Aoife Mannix is an Irish writer living in London. Her
show Growing Up An Alien, a poetic autobiography,
toured to great acclaim in 2007. She is currently
preparing material for Misunderstood Monsters, a show
for children. You can find Aoife reading a few poems for
grown-ups at Monsters of Poetry on 18 September
(see page 9).

The Slithermonchowchuck
I am the evil Slithermonchowchuck,
I am afraid of no one (well almost no one).
I munch on the marbles of lost lunatics,
I nibble on the toes of Tyrannosaurus
Rex as they’re snoozing. I am as silent
as a scorpion skating on thin ice. I am as
quiet as a quintessential quiz master of ninja mice.
I am the evil Slithermonchowchuck,
I am fearless and proud (well almost fearless).
I am faster than the flicker of the feather
Fandango snake, smarter than the smooth
smile of the cheesy Cheshire cat, cooler
than the cold claw of the pirouetting
polar bears of outer Transylvania.
I am the evil Slithermonchowchuck,
I can eat anything (well almost anything).
For breakfast, I crunch on caterpillars coated
in curry hot enough to burn the sun. For lunch,
I wolf down sandwiches filled with delicious green
boggies and thick slices of rats’ tails. For dinner,
I enjoy mud pie made from the gloop of rotten
apples with the worms still alive inside.
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I am the evil Slithermonchowchuck,
nothing is too disgusting, too gross
for my discerning palate (well almost nothing).
For there is one creature that makes me nervous,
that makes me sweat, that makes me itch and scratch
and feel sick in my tummy and want to cry out for
my mummy. One creature that I simply cannot stand,
horrible, smelly, yukky, slimey – CHILDREN.
Oh I can’t bear them, especially when they clap
their little hands and stamp their little feet.
It makes me feel quite dizzy, it puts me all in a tizzy.
I think I might have to sit down.
I am the evil Slithermonchowchuck,
and it embarrasses me to admit it, but there’s
nothing as terrifying as a room with kids in it.

Sun 18 September 7pm

£3

Monsters of Poetry

Event code 1

Battersea Arts Centre, Lavender Hill, London, SW11 5TN

When you grow up, it’s not the monsters under the bed that
keep you awake at night, it’s the thought that one day you may
have to attend a poetry cabaret. Well, we say feel the fear and
do it anyway! Tonight’s line-up features some of the true giants
and jabberwocks of the spoken-word scene: Yemisi Blake,
Comfort, Richard Marsh and, presenting a suitably monstrous set,
festival favourite Aoife Mannix (see page 8). All the in the
deceptively unfiendish setting of the BAC cafe. You’ll see that
well-honed wordplay is nothing to be scared of. They’re not really
monsters, you see, they’ve just got big personalities.
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19 September 7pm

£4
Event code 2

Fiona Mountain and Tracy Borman
History in Fact and Fiction
Waterstones, 70 St John’s Road, London, SW11 1PT

Fiona Mountain is a novelist, whose work has been published in
Britain, America, Canada, Japan, Thailand, Italy, Germany, Holland
and Australia. Her first novel, Isabella, was short-listed for the
Romantic Novel of the Year Award in 2000, and tells the
haunting love story of Bounty mutineer Fletcher Christian and his
cousin, Isabella Curwen. It was followed with Pale as the Dead
and Bloodline, the latter the winner of the prestigious Mary
Higgins Clark Award, about the genealogist-turned-detective
Natasha Blake. She returned to historical fiction in 2009 with
Lady of the Butterflies, set in 17th century England, and remains
in that era with her latest novel, Cavalier Queen, about
Henrietta Maria and her relationship with her dashing courtier,
Henry Jermyn.
Tracy Borman wrote the first English biography of the thrilling,
tempestuous life of the ‘first’ Queen of England.
Matilda, wife of William the Conqueror, was the first woman to be
crowned Queen of England and formally recognised as such by
her subjects. Beyond this, though, little is known of her life. No
contemporary images of her remain, and in a period where all
evidence is fragmentary and questionable, the chronicles of the
age left us only the faintest clues as to her life. So who was this
spectral queen?
In this first major biography, Tracy Borman elegantly sifts through
the shards of evidence to uncover an extraordinary story. In a
dangerous, brutal world of conquest and rebellion, fragile alliances
and bitter familial rivalries, Matilda possessed all the attributes
required for a woman to thrive. She was born of impeccable
lineage, and possessed of a loving and pious nature, she was a
paragon of fidelity and motherhood. But strength, intelligence
and ambition were also prerequisites to survive in such an
environment. This side of her character, coupled with a fiercely
independent nature, made Matilda essential to William’s rule,
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giving her unparalleled influence over the king.
While this would provide an inspiring template for future
indomitable queens, it led eventually to treachery, revolt and the
fracturing of a dynasty.
Characterised by Tracy Borman’s graceful storytelling, Matilda:
Queen of the Conqueror takes us from the courts of Flanders
and Normandy to the opulence of royal life in England. Alive with
intrigue, rumour and betrayal, it illuminates for the first time the
life of an exceptional, brave and complex queen, pivotal to the
history of England.

20 September 7pm

£4
Event code 3

Emma Craigie – Chocolate Cake with Hitler
Waterstones, 70 St John’s Road, London, SW11 1PT

“Only the oldest, Helga, sometimes had a sad, knowing expression in
her big brown eyes… I think with horror, that in her heart the child saw
through the pretence of the grown-ups.”
Traudl Junge, Until the Final Hour
Chocolate Cake with Hitler is a gripping fictional retelling of the
harrowing story of Helga Goebbels, twelve-year-old daughter of the
Nazi Party’s head of propaganda.
Helga’s childhood as the eldest of five children in Germany’s First
Family has been a gilded one, accompanying her parents to parties
and rallies, moving between the city and their idyllic country estate.
But the war has changed everything. And now, as defeat closes in
on the Germans, Helga must move into a bunker in the heart of
Berlin with her family and key members of the crumbling Nazi
leadership – to be with their beloved Hitler.
There is chocolate cake for tea every day with Uncle Leader, but
Helga cannot help noticing that all is not well among the grownups. As each day passes, her underground world becomes
increasingly tense and strange. There are tears and shouting behind
slammed doors, and when even the soldiers who have been guarding
them take their leave, Helga is faced with a terrible truth. Perhaps
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her perfect childhood has not been all that it seemed...
In the vein of The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas, Chocolate Cake with
Hitler sheds light on a dark corner of history – what it was like to
grow up as a daughter of one of the most evil figures in modern
history.
Nominated for the 2011 Carnegie Medal and the Authors’ Club First
Novel Award.
Emma Craigie has written two books: Henry VIII, the Exploding King
which is aimed at 8-12 year olds and Chocolate Cake with Hitler
which is a novel for teenagers and adults. Emma will be talking
about her book, and will be available for questions and signings.

21 September 7pm

£4
Event code 4

Publish and Promote
Stephen Benatar, Bobbie Darbyshire and Sagheer Afzal
Waterstones, 70 St John’s Road, London, SW11 1PT

Join us for a most interesting event where you can find out all
about publishing, self-publishing, and promoting your novel once
it is published. This is an opportunity to learn from two experts.
Stephen Royce Benatar is an English author from London. His
first published novel, The Man on the Bridge, was published in
1981. His second novel, Wish Her Safe at Home, was published in
1982 and reissued in 2007 and 2010. He is known for selfpublishing and self-promoting his novels.
Bobbie Darbyshire, is the author of the very successful Love,
Revenge & Buttered Scones and Truth Games and knows
everything about guerilla marketing. Bobbie won the 2008 fiction
prize at the National Academy of Writing and the New Delta
Review Creative Nonfiction Prize 2010. She has worked as
barmaid, mushroom picker, film extra, maths coach, cabinet
minister's private secretary, care assistant and volunteer adultliteracy teacher, as well as in social research and government
policy before becoming a full time author.
Sagheer Afzal was born in Harrow and educated in a Dewsbury
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Madrasah. He now lives in Peterborough and works with prisoners.
He is the author of The Reluctant Mullah, a bittersweet comedy
which makes a big contribution to the new generation of British
Asian writing.

23 September 7pm

£4

Blogs and Books: Kerstin Rodgers, PK Munroe
and Tom Reynolds

Event code 5

Battersea Arts Centre, Lavender Hill, London, SW11 5TN

Blogs become books, and some books lead to blogging. At this
event you can meet the authors, hear how they did it, and ask the
questions you have been burning to ask.
Tom Reynolds is the pseudonym of nurse and EMT Brian Kellett. He
started writing a blog about his time working on an ambulance, this
was turned into two volumes of memoir and then became the
acclaimed Channel 4 television series Sirens. He lives in Barking and
likes nerdy things.
Kertsin Rodgers Also known as MsMarmiteLover (including on
Twitter), Kerstin Rodgers runs The Underground Restaurant in
London. Her first recipe book, Supper Club: recipes and notes from
the underground restaurant, was published in March and has
become a bestseller.
PK Munroe is the author of Pub Letters, which had been described
as hilarious in the extreme. This book is a collection of eccentric
inventions, money-making schemes, and proposals to improve public
life that were dreamed up in the pub by the author and his friends
over many years.
PK Munroe has worked as a social researcher for 20 years while
developing humour books, blogs and websites in his spare time (and
strictly on the quiet). His first book was 'The Thursday Night
Letters' (2007), a collection of oddball ideas, inventions and moneymaking schemes. This was followed by 'You Can Stick It' in 2010, a
book of peelable stickers making satirical fun of bossy warning signs
and official notices. He lives in London and looks after 6 blogs, a
website, and a Facebook application called 'WhenICroak'.
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24 September 10am

Free
Event code 6

Rebecca Gerlings
Waterstones, 70 St John’s Road, London, SW11 1PT

Join us for a free children’s storytelling event in Waterstones.
Rebecca is an experienced children’s book editor with a passion
for story telling. Enormouse is her first picture book. It was
inspired by Rebecca’s cat Kenny and his obsession with mice and
trying to escape from their flat.
Event is suitable for children aged 3+.

24 September 2pm

£5
Event code 7

Isabel Losada - Workshop: How to get published
Northcote Library, 155e Northcote Road, London, SW11 6HW

An informative, realistic and entertaining workshop …
Isabel is published by Hodder, Bloomsbury x 2, Summersdale,
Random House & Watkins/ S& S (2011) as well as in 16 other
languages.
Drawing on her ten years of experience Isabel delivers an
entertaining, practical workshop offering honesty, wisdom, every tip
she can think of all offered with understanding and compassion.
If you have any of the following – please bring them to the
workshop: an opening chapter (or 3) of anything you have written,
the letter that accompanies any submissions you have made to
agents, a photograph of yourself, a one page marketing plan for
your book, and a brief CV. If you have none of these – that’s OK
too - but please do bring a notebook and pen.
Isabel has spoken to full houses at the Edinburgh International Book
Festival, The Dartington ‘Way with Words’ Festival, the Aberdeen
Word Festival, the West Cork Literature Festival and in schools,
theatres, universities and bookshops all over the country and also
international book tours. Equally suitable for the experienced
collector of rejection letters, for those with their novel still under the
bed or for anyone that has yet to put pen to paper.
Book early as this workshop always sells out.
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24 September 7pm

£4
Event code 8

Alex Wheatle
Waterstones, 70 St John’s Road, London, SW11 1PT

Alex Wheatle was born in Brixton, London. He began writing lyrical
poetry and made a name for himself as the Brixton Bard before
turning his hand to novels and his first book Brixton Rock is now a
cult classic. He is actively involved with Book Trust to introduce
literature to the dispossessed and organises and holds workshops
in prisons and young adult institutions. He was awarded an MBE
for his services to literature in 2008.
Boyd Tonkin from the Independent wrote about Alex's latest novel
Brenton Brown: “From time to time, a new book arrives which
catches its moment in an almost uncanny grip. Set in the middle
of the last decade, the latest novel by South London writer Alex
Wheatle has an all-too-obvious connection to the recent blazing
headlines.”
It is a timely book to follow up the great Brixton Rock, and we
learn what has happened to Brenton, Juliet, Floyd, Coffin Head and
Biscuit since those strife filled days of the early 80s.

25 September 2.30pm

Free

Bryony Pearce - Angel's Fury

Event code 9

Battersea Arts Centre, Lavender Hill, London, SW11 5TN

Angel’s Fury is a stunning debut novel from talented author,
Bryony Pearce.
Every time Cassie Farrier tries to sleep, she is plagued by visions of a
death: A little girl called Zillah. A victim of the holocaust. In
desperation, Cassie is sent for treatment in an old manor house.
There she meets other children just like her. Including Seth... Seth who
looks so familiar. Her dream becomes nightmare. And then reality.
In the tradition of The Book Thief and The Boy in Striped Pyjamas,
this is another narrative giving voice to the horrors of the Holocaust
and the nature of persecution. With its mix of mythology, fantasy and
real-life terror, this is a book unlike any other.
Bryony will be talking about what inspired her to write her first book
and how she did it. Bryony’s event will be for children aged 13+
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11am to 6pm
Saturday 1 - Sunday 2 October
Saturday 8 - Sunday 9 October

O

ver the weekends of 1-2 and 8-9 October
2011 artists in Battersea will throw open their
doors to the public as part of the borough-wide
annual event, Wandsworth Artists’ Open House. More
artists are taking part in Battersea this year than ever
before at 25 different venues – indicating a wealth of
hidden creative talent across all art forms from
painters to sculptors, textile artists to ceramicists.
Visitors wanting to explore what’s on offer should pick
up a copy of the Battersea Local Area Trail. These will
be available in local cafes and will be dropped through
letter boxes. Or look out for balloon-festooned
houses on the day and knock on the door. You never
know, you might find something interesting inside! A
travelling artist wearing a spectacular hand-stitched
robe will also be around and about Battersea on those
weekends and on Saturday 24 September, handing out
the local trail – so don’t be afraid to approach them if
you see them.

Louise Gillard: Summer Saturday Northcote Road

Martin Ireland: High Diver 2010

You can also see the trail on the local blog at
www.sw11art.wordpress.com . For information about
the borough-wide event contact Wandsworth
Council’s Arts Team on (020) 8871 8711 or see
www.wandsworth.gov.uk/arts
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Julia Matcham: St Ives View

Taster Exhibition
Saturday 17 September 12pm – 4pm
St Barnabas Church, on the corner of Lavender Gardens
and Clapham Common Northside
Battersea artists taking part will be displaying examples of
their work in a group show. There will be plenty for sale,
with items starting as low as £10. The exhibition will also
showcase the work of local schoolchildren who
participated in an artist led ‘What Makes Battersea
Special’ competition. This is a new initiative where artists
partnered with local schools.

Jo Kenny: Daemon Bowl 2

David & Sam Stephenson

Look out for the
travelling artist
Artists Anna Baskakova, Marion McLaren and Helen
Pailing – known collectively as ‘makebe’ – are making
the robe which they will then wear to publicise the
Battersea trail. The robe is an intricately embroidered
cloak with representations of the various arts and
crafts on offer in Battersea. The artists’ have said that
the idea is to help make visible the range of creative
industry undertaken by artists who, ‘often beaver
away in their houses and studios, nipping out to the
supermarket, corner shop etc. without anyone
realising.’ The commission has been directly
supported by Wandsworth Council’s Arts Team. For
more information visit the blog at
www.makebe.wordpress.com
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25 September 7pm

£4
Event code 10

Anna May Mangan - Irish Memories..
Battersea Arts Centre, Lavender Hill, London, SW11 5TN

Me and Mine: A Warm-hearted Memoir of a London Irish Family
as reviewed by Catriona Crowe in The Guardian, Friday
5 August 2011.
Between 1951 and 1961 more than 400,000 people – a sixth of
the population – left Ireland. Two-thirds of them went to the
UK, attracted by the post-war reconstruction boom and the
welfare state put in place by Clement Attlee’s Labour
government. They were leaving a country with high
unemployment, especially in rural areas, rigid Catholic church
control over sexual behaviour, and poor marriage prospects for
young people. London, Birmingham and Coventry offered a new
life, but the sense of unchosen exile haunted many emigrants.
Anna May Mangan’s memoir, Me and Mine, is an affectionate
account of her parents and their siblings, who emigrated from
Ireland during the 1950s, settled in London, and married, worked,
had children and died there. She charts the difficulties
experienced by immigrants then – “No Blacks, No Irish, No Dogs”
– and their determination to both fulfil and rise above the role of
“Irish peasant”, an insult hurled at them on many occasions.
When her father flew home for a funeral in the early 60s, his
first time on a plane, the stewardess asked if he wanted a drink
from the trolley, and he politely requested a pint of stout. She
hissed: “This is not a pub, you Irish peasant.”
Like many Irish emigrant families, Mangan’s remained close: her
relatives socialised together at various dancehalls and pubs in
Cricklewood, and her mother’s sisters were constantly in and out
of each other’s houses. Big occasions such as weddings and
funerals were attended by large numbers of people. Mangan had
a ghoulish Aunt Winifred, who longed for funerals and the
inevitable benefit dances held to raise money to pay for them.
She had high standards in terms of the quality of the religious
service and the hospitality offered, and would frequently berate
the bereaved for shortcomings in either department.
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The book deals with food in great detail, from the turkeys sent
by an aunt in Ireland every Christmas by boat and train – they
were maggot-infested by the time they arrived – to the delicious
cakes competitively baked by her London aunts, to the pot luck
taken by the family each evening when her father worked for
Heinz and used to bring home large quantities of unlabelled
cans; you might get beef stew, rice pudding or baked beans, and
you had to eat whichever it was. Each day her mother fed a
cantankerous lady tenant downstairs from their flat, who took it
for granted that she would receive free food and never thanked
anyone for it.
The joys and sorrows of a large working-class Irish emigrant family
are amply and honestly covered, including shocking casual
domestic violence.
Me and Mine is, as its subtitle proclaims, warm-hearted, and
Mangan has captured many memorable characters whose lives
deserve to be recorded.
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26 September 3.45pm til 4.45pm

Free
Event code 11

The Children's Monster Ball at ASPACE with Priya Desai
ASPACE, 144 Northcote Road, London, SW11 6RD

Join the team at ASPACE for this special hour of 'Monster'
themed activities, featuring a story reading by children's author:
Priya Desai. This event includes decorating cookies with monster
faces PLUS drawing and colouring-in monster pictures. The
Monster artwork can be taken home or it can be added to our
Monster Gallery, which will be showcased at the final Literary
Festival event on Battersea High Street.
Priya Desai also works as a speech and language therapist in
schools. Noticing that there were no fun storybooks available
which spoke about 'specific school skills' such as handwriting and
spelling, she was inspired to start independently publishing
motivational children's books. Through her stories, Priya provides
all school children with fun, inspiring characters that they can
naturally relate to. The stories instil confidence in children who
find handwriting and spelling a little bit of a challenge. Children
will read Priya’s stories and feel reassured, and think, “I can do
it!”.
Priya hopes that you enjoy her stories! Priya's books are written
for children aged between 4-9 years of age and at this event,
you can enjoy Priya read from her best-known title: Jake Monkey
Tail.
Join us in the ASPACE children's furniture store for an hour of
Monster themed fun!
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26 September 4pm

£4
Event code 12

Christopher Lloyd - What on Earth…?
Battersea Arts Centre, Lavender Hill, London, SW11 5TN

Christopher Lloyd was born in Dorking, England, in 1968. He
became a scholar of History at Peterhouse Cambridge and was
awarded a double first class honours degree. He then joined The
Sunday Times as Technology and Innovation Editor in 1990. In
1996 he launched the first Internet editions of The Times and
The Sunday Times before becoming editorial director of LineOne,
an online service jointly owned by News International and BT.
In January 2000, Chris left journalism to become CEO of Oxfordbased educational publishing company Immersive Education. Then,
in 2005, he and his wife began home educating their two
children. In 2006 the whole family went on a four-month Grand
Tour of Europe in a campervan. It was during this trip that Chris
decided to become an author and came up with the idea of a
holistic world history that would reconnect natural and human
history into a single illustrated narrative. What on Earth
Happened? The Complete Story of Planet, Life and People form
The Big Bang to the Present Day was published by Bloomsbury
in 2008. It has since been translated into 15 languages
worldwide. A sequel called What on Earth Evolved? 100 Species
that Changed the World (also published by Bloomsbury) traces
the story of life on Earth from its origins to the present day.
In February 2010 Chris launched his own publishing company What on Earth Publishing Ltd - a collaboration between Chris and
Beckenham-based illustrator Andy Forshaw, London based bookdesigner William Webb and Bloomsbury editors Richard Atkinson
and Natalie Hunt. The company’s first product, The What on
Earth? Wallbook, was published in October 2010. It is an
innovative and detailed illustrated history of the world from the
beginning of time to the present day displayed on a 2.3 metrelong timeline that can be read like a book or hung on a wall.
Christopher Lloyd is promoting his new wall book that is coming
out in September 2011.
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26 September 7pm

£4
Event code 13

Survivors
The Animals and Plants that Time has Left Behind
Battersea Arts Centre, Lavender Hill, London, SW11 5TN

Richard Fortey will be discussing his new book Survivors: An aweinspiring journey through the eons and across the globe, in
search of visible traces of evolution in the living creatures which
have survived from earlier times and whose stories speak to us of
seminal events in the history of life.
The history of life on Earth is far older – and far odder – than
many of us realise. In ‘Survivors’, acclaimed author Richard Fortey
traces this history not through fossil records, but in the living
stories of organisms that have survived nearly unchanged for
hundreds of millions of years and whose existence today affords
us tantalising glimpses of landscapes long vanished.
For evolution has not obliterated its tracks. Scattered across the
globe, strange and marvellous plants and animals have survived
virtually unchanged since life first began. They range from
humble algal mats dating back almost two billion years to hardy
musk oxen, which linger as the last vestiges of Ice Age fauna.
Following in Fortey’s questing footsteps, ‘Survivors’ takes us on
fascinating journey to these ancient worlds. On a moonlit beach
in Delaware where the horseshoe crab shuffles its way through a
violent romance, we catch a glimpse of life 450 million years ago,
shortly after it diversified on the ocean floor. Along a stretch of
Australian coastline, we bear witness to the sights and sounds
that would have greeted a Precambrian dawn. Finally, in the
dense rainforests of New Zealand where the secretive velvet
worm burrows into the rotting timber of the jungle floor, we
marvel at a living fossil which has survived unchanged since
before the dissolution of the Gondwana supercontinent.
Written with Fortey’s customary sparkle and gusto, this
wonderfully engrossing exploration of the world’s oldest flora and
fauna brilliantly combines the best science writing about the
origins of life with an explorer’s sense of adventure and a poet’s
wonder at the natural world. Utterly compelling, eye-opening and
awe-inspiring, this is a book for anyone with an interest in
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evolution, in nature, in the remarkable scope of geological time
and our own modest interaction with it – in short, in life itself.
Richard Fortey retired from his position as senior palaeontologist
at the Natural History Museum in 2006. He is the author of
several books, including ‘Fossils: A Key to the Past’, ‘The Hidden
Landscape’ which won The Natural World Book of the Year in
1993, ‘Life: An Unauthorised Biography’, ‘Trilobite!’ and ‘The
Earth: An Intimate History’

27 September 7pm

£5

Mark Thomas - Extreme Rambling…

Event code 14

Waterstones, 70 St John’s Road, London, SW11 1PT

Mark Thomas has worked as a comedian for over twenty years.
His activist, campaigning brand of comedy has been a thorn in
the side of many politicians and corporations. However, recently
he has been invited to give evidence at various government
select committees. He is one of a limited number of people to be
awarded a UN Global Human Rights Defender Award and has
also been awarded a Kurdish National Congress Medal of Honour
amongst other citations.
His three-year campaign to stop the building of the Ilisu Dam in
Turkey was ultimately successful and saved 78,000 Kurds from
being displaced.
Mark’s book about walking along the Israeli separation barrier was
published in April 2011: Extreme Rambling: Walking Israel’s
Separation Barrier. For Fun.
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28 September 7pm

£4
Event code 15

Barbara Ewing and Elizabeth Chadwick
Historical Fiction Panel
Battersea Arts Centre, Lavender Hill, London, SW11 5TN

Barbara Ewing is a New Zealand-born actress and author who lives
in London. During the course of her successful career spanning
stage, film and TV, she appeared in roles as diverse as a barmaid in
a cult Hammer Horror movie and parts in Chekhov, Ibsen and
Tennessee Williams plays. She has a degree in English and Maori
and won the Bancroft Gold Medal at the Royal Academy of
Dramatic Art. She has written six other novels: The Fraud, The
Actresses, A Dangerous Vine, which was long-listed for The Orange
Prize in 2000, The Trespass, Rosetta and The Mesmerist, which was
chosen as Westminster Libraries’ ‘One Book for Westminster’ in
2008. Her latest book is The Circus of Ghosts.
Elizabeth Chadwick has written 19 historical novels. The winner of a
Betty Trask Award for her first novel, she has been shortlisted five
times for the RNA Major Award, and won the Historical Novel Prize
in 2011 for To Defy A King. Her renown for being able to transport
readers to another time and place owes much to her multidisciplinary approach to her research. Beyond books and Internet
study she uses re-enactment to bring history to life. Elizabeth
owns and uses museum quality facsimiles to give her a unique feel
for time and place and has a keen interest in medieval recipes. She
also draws on the services of a consultant with the ability to tune
into the people and events of the distant past.
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28 September 7pm

£4
Event code 16

Valerie Muter and Helen Likierman
Understanding Dyslexia
Waterstones, 70 St John’s Road, London, SW11 1PT

Dr Valerie Muter is a Consultant Clinical Psychologist at Great
Ormond St Children’s Hospital where she specialises in working
with children with both developmental and neurologically-based
learning disorders. She holds an Honorary Research Fellowship at
the Centre for Reading and Language, University of York, and
has carried out extensive collaborative research into reading
development and dyslexia with Professor Margaret Snowling, the
UK’s leading authority on dyslexia. She was a consultant
psychologist at the Dyslexia Institute (now Dyslexia Action) for
20 years.
Dr Helen Likierman is a consultant clinical psychologist working
with families and children (from pre-schoolers to older
adolescents) where there are concerns about learning, behaviour
or emotional state. She was a consultant psychologist at the
Dyslexia Institute (now Dyslexia Action) for 3 years and for
fifteen years worked as a school counselor. She still regularly
assesses children with learning difficulties and advises teachers
and parents. She is married with two children, one of whom has
dyspraxia and (mild) dyslexia. She is currently working on a new
book, in conjunction with The British Dyslexia Association, to help
adults with the consequences of having had a specific learning
difficulty.
www.psykidz.co.uk.
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29 September 7pm

£4
Event code 17

Isabel Losada
‘Life, Happiness and The Battersea Park Road to Paradise‘
Waterstones, 70 St John’s Road, London, SW11 1PT

Isabel Losada - Actress, Broadcaster, Entertainer and Author Offers a special evening of entertainment drawing on themes from
her best-selling books; ‘The Battersea Park Road to Enlightenment,’
‘For Tibet, With Love,’ ‘Men!’ and her new book (Published May
2011) ‘The Battersea Park Road to Paradise.’ Isabel will entertain
and challenge her audience using flip charts, tricks from stand-up
comedy, and audience interaction. She will make all who meet her
laugh and occasionally even inspire them.
Themes of the evening taken from her books will include explorations
of Human Potential Workshops, Feng Shui, Tantric Sex weekends,
Past Life Workshops, Colonics, Anthony Robbins, Vipassana
Meditation, The Advaita tradition (who are you anyway?) and
entertaining stories of swallowing Ayahuaska with the Ashaninka
tribe in the Amazonian jungles of Peru.
Isabel loves speaking with a live audience, and her enthusiasm and
enjoyment is shared with her audience. Come prepared to be
entertained, challenged and gently shaken.
‘Isabel’s event was sold out’; Edinburgh International Book Festival.
‘Fast, funny and inspiring too – Isabel Losada is an author who
changes lives.’ Joanna Lumley.

30 September 10.30am

Free
Event code 18

Jim Helmore and Karen Wall
Battersea Children’s Library, 265 Lavender Hill, London, SW11 1JB.

Jim and Karen live in South London. Karen still works as a textile
designer when she’s not creating picture books, and Jim works in
the publishing industry. Who Are You, Stripy Horse? won the
Dundee Picture Book Award and their first book Letterbox Lil
won the Sheffield Children’s Book Award. Come and listen to
their tale.
Event is suitable for children aged 3+.
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30 September 7pm

£4
Event code 19

Dorothy Koomson
Waterstones, 70 St John’s Road, London, SW11 1PT

Dorothy Koomson wrote her first (unpublished) novel There’s A Thin
Line Between Love and Hate when she was 13. And she’s been
making up stories ever since.
After graduating from college in Leeds, she completed a Masters
degree at Goldsmiths College in London before starting a succession
of temping jobs. Eventually she got her big break in her chosen
career – journalism – and began writing, editing and subbing for
several women’s magazines and national newspapers including New
Woman, She, J17, More!, Red, The Guardian and The Independent
on Sunday. Over the years she has written and edited articles on
subjects as diverse as who gets custody of the friends when a
relationship breaks up and how to think yourself rich.
While working hard at a job she loved, Dorothy continued to pursue
her other passion – writing fiction, and in 2001 she had the idea
for The Cupid Effect, and her career as a published novelist began.
In 2004, Dorothy moved agent and publishing company. When her
third novel, My Best Friend’s Girl, was published in 2006 it sold an
incredible 90,000 copies within the first few weeks. Six weeks later
it was selected for the Richard & Judy Summer Reads Book Club
and went on to sell over 500,000 copies.
The travel bug took Dorothy to Sydney, Australia, in 2005, where
she worked as Features Editor then Deputy Editor on Family Circle
magazine. While there she uncovered many great truths including:
there’s something wrong about having a hot Christmas, kangaroos
do exist, and the Home and Away beach looks exactly the same in
real life as it does on the telly.
Dorothy returned to the UK in 2007, decided to move to the south
coast and flipped her career on its head – writing books full-time
while still penning some journalism articles. She has now had seven
books published, the latest – The Woman He Loved Before –
published in February 2011.
To date her books have been translated into over 28 languages and
have sold over 1.5 million copies in the UK alone.
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1 October 9am – 6pm

Free
Event code 20

Gruffalo event
Waterstones, 70 St John’s Road, London, SW11 1PT

The Gruffalo will be in store throughout the day and there will
be activities in the kids section. There will also be an exclusive
story time at 3pm in the kids section where we will be reading
some of Julia Donaldson stories one of which of course will be
the Gruffalo.

Saturday 1 October 2-5pm

£5
Event code 21

Draw the Line: writing workshop with Nick Makoha
Battersea Library, 265 Lavender Hill, London SW11 1JB

What makes a good poem? Do you have something to say but
you are not sure how you want to say it? Join Nick for a poet’seye-view of the line, the secrets it holds and learn how great
poets use the line to build their poems. Come prepared to read
and write as we focus on practical exercises. Born in Uganda ,
Nick fled the country with his mother, during the Idi Amin
dictatorship. Poet and playwright he also loves teaching and
mentoring. See his website: http://nickmakoha.com
Suitable for adults - all levels are welcome.
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1 October 7pm

£4
Event code 22

Mark Billingham and Martyn Waites.
Crime Writing Panel
Battersea Arts Centre, Lavender Hill, London, SW11 5TN

One of the Literary Festival’s most popular events: the Crime
Writing Panel. Come along if you love the books of these authors,
or if you would like to ask questions about writing crime fiction,
and especially if you just love the genre.
Mark Billingham is one of the UK’s most acclaimed and popular
crime writers. His series of London-based novels featuring D.I.
Tom Thorne has twice won him the Theakston’s Crime Novel Of
The Year Award, the Sherlock Award for Best Detective and been
nominated for seven CWA Daggers. His standalone thriller In the
Dark was chosen as one of the twelve best books of the year by
the Times and his debut novel, Sleepyhead was chosen by the
Sunday Times as one of the 100 books that had shaped the
decade. Each of his novels has been a Sunday Times Top Ten
bestseller.
A television series based on the Thorne novels was screened in
Autumn 2010, starring David Morrissey as Tom Thorne heading
an all-star cast that included Natascha McEhlhone, Eddie Marsan
and Aiden Gillan. The second series of Thorne is currently in
production for Sky One and a series based on Mark’s thriller In
The Dark is in development with the BBC.
Mark Billingham’s latest novel is Good As Dead is hot of the
press, published in August 2011.
Martyn Waites is the co-author of the Tania Carver crime books,
along with his wife Linda. Martyn is also the award-winning
author of the Joe Donovan crime series set in Newcastle. The
Tania Carver debut novel The Surrogate was shortlisted for the
prestigious Theakstons Old Peculier Crime Novel of the Year
Award in 2010, and The Surrogate and The Creeper have sold a
combined 80,000 copies in the UK alone.
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2 October 11am-4pm

Free
Event code 23

The Big Battersea Book Binge
Battersea High Street

Visit Battersea High Street on Sunday 2 October 2011 to enjoy
the closing event of this year's SW11 Literary Festival. The street
will host a big book fair with sellers participating from all over
London. You will have the opportunity to meet some of the
authors taking part in this year's festival at this event. Enjoy
readings, signings and much more at this outdoor celebration of
the SW11 Literary festival.
A selection of Monster ‘art’ and entries from the Monster Hunt
activity, will be displayed at this event. Make sure you visit the
‘rogues gallery’ of the most amusing and unusual submissions to
the Advanced Monsterology competition. The winning entry will
be chosen and the winner's name announced at 4pm.

2 October 12.30pm

£25

Literary Lunch with Dan Lepard
Chez Manny, 145-149 Battersea High Street

Dan Lepard’s innovative and earthy approach has made him the
baker that every top chef wants in their kitchen, and with this
utterly dependable how-to-bake book you’ll be baking cakes,
pastries, breads and cookies like never before. Collecting together
Dan’s best recipes – and mixing science with old-fashioned
kitchen wisdom – Dan has tried and tested almost every baking
technique out there.
Guiding you through the crispest flatbreads, blue cheese and
oatmeal biscuits, gluten-free white loaves, savoury leek and
smoked haddock pies, caramel sweets, frostings, simple scones
and pumpkin and ginger cupcakes, ‘Short and Sweet’ uses the
newest flours and ingredients and has everything from updates
on the classics to the latest in baking for intolerances.
If baking is therapy then Dan is your life coach. He’ll show you
how to improve, what to work on, how to take what is just ok
right up to brilliant, without a sweat. No wonder he is the
country’s cutting-edge baker.
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Event code 24

Dan Lepard is a baker and photographer who has worked with
the likes of Ottolenghi, Giorgio Locatelli and Fergus Henderson.
He is the author of The Handmade Loaf and has a very popular
baking column in the Guardian. He writes frequently for
Sainsbury’s Magazine and is also currently designing a range of
baking products for Sainsbury’s. Originally from Australia, he now
lives in London. Visit www.danlepard.com to view his leading
baking website.
£25 per head including three course meal and a glass of wine.

3 October 6.30pm,

£1

Literary Quiz

Event code 25

The Latchmere, 503 Battersea Park Road, London, SW11 3BW

Quiz of the year! Join us for all things literary at the annual
SW11 Literary Quiz. Lots of prizes, lots of fun. (no need to book
in advance).

Battersea...
It's the Dog’s...!!
The winner of last year's slogan
competition was Ian Freeman, whose
slogan received the most votes during
our closing event in 2010. The slogan
has been printed on t-shirts, which
will be for sale at all our events.
"I'm immensely proud that my slogan
was chosen to represent Battersea especially as I live in Balham! A
quirky, modern and innovative area
such as SW11 deserves to be visible,
and I hope that the slogan will go
some way towards helping with
that. The t-shirts look great - even
with me in them!"
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Jottify.
Write

Discover

Sell

Share your work.
Get constructive
criticism.
Get noticed.

Find new writers.
Give them
feedback.
Discuss writing.

Publish your work
in iPad & Kindle
formats.
Make money.

Budding author? Poet? Screenwriter?
Or just part-time scribbler?
Why not join our award-winning
online community for writers?
www.jottify.com | @Jottify

Booking form
Payment for tickets can be made:
In person at:

Waterstone’s Bookshop, 70 St John’s Road,
Clapham Junction, SW11 1PT

By post to:

Lorinda Freint, EDO 1st Floor New Town Hall,
Wandsworth High Street, SW18 2PU (cheque payments only)
(020) 7627 3182

By telephone: (020) 7627 3182 (credit or debit card only)
Online:

www.wegottickets.com/SW11LitFest

Please make cheques payable to Wandsworth Borough Council except
where payment is made in person at Waterstone’s where cheques should
be made payable to Waterstone’s Bookshop.
Terms
On completion of the booking form and receipt of payment, all tickets will be
posted to you at the address given below.
No refunds can be made on any tickets once an order has been placed.


Please complete your details below
tickets will be posted to this address:
Name
Address

Postcode
Daytime telephone number
Credit / Debit card number
Office use only
Payment for £

received at SW11 Office

Date

Receipt No.

Dispatched from library to SW11 Office on

(date)

Ticket posted on

(date)

Checked by
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Sponsored by

Booking form
Event Number of
code tickets required

Event Number of
code tickets required

Event Number of
code tickets required

Event Number of
code tickets required

1

7

13

20

2

8

14

21

3

9

16

22

4

10

17

23

5

11

18

24

6

12

19

25

LITERARY

total number of
tickets required

FESTIVAL

total amount payable £

